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In the ranch lands of Eastern New Mexico, Stoney has the way of life he only thought existed in dreams: a
nice ranch, good cattle and horses, a beautiful and successful real estate agent for a wife, and a much
respected reputation amongst his neighbors and in his community. But after a series of unfortunate events,
his life begins to unravel. A suspenseful tale of greed and revenge set in the mid-1980’s Bob Johnson’s novel
is the stuff classic westerns are made of. Trying desperately to restock his ranch, after a three-year drought,
Stoney makes a deal with unscrupulous young banker, Bud Thurman. This banker is in the hip pocket of a
powerful agricultural corporation. They want Stoney’s ranch and its shallow water so they can turn it into
farmland and Bud is all too happy to foreclose on Stoney—and rewrite, behind Stoney’s back, to include
everything he owns. Together with the help of corrupt politicians, they not only bring about Stoney’s desent
into alcoholism, depression, and divorce, but rob him of his beloved way of life as well. As things hit bottom
he realizes he can’t take this sitting down. With help of some close old friends, a young couple attending a
university in France, and his ever faithful dog, Pecos, he is able to smuggles his horses off the ranch to save
them from the slaughterhouse, and wreck clever and powerful revenge on his adversaries. In his classic
western tale, set in modern times, of greedy landowners, disingenuous bankers, and honest, hardworking
cowboys, Bob Johnson brings the spirit of the old west back to life. Following the fall from grace and
redemption of his modern day “gunslinger,” Johnson crafts a powerful, character-driven tale of a man versus
big business and the spirit of capitalism’s destructive force on the nature of America. Full of emotional
honesty and spirit, The Wind Passes is a tense thriller that delivers action with a vengeance.
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From reader reviews:

Francisca Varney:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or read a book titled The Wind Passes?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time together with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional opinion?

Danny Jarosz:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they're still students or this for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't want
do that. You must know how great as well as important the book The Wind Passes. All type of book would
you see on many options. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Gloria White:

This The Wind Passes book is not really ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The
benefit you have by reading this book is definitely information inside this guide incredible fresh, you will get
details which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. That The Wind Passes without
we understand teach the one who studying it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't end up
being worry The Wind Passes can bring if you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' turn out to
be full because you can have it within your lovely laptop even telephone. This The Wind Passes having good
arrangement in word as well as layout, so you will not truly feel uninterested in reading.

Denise Adams:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world adores. Do you like reading book and
so. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a book you will get new information simply because book is one of a number of
ways to share the information as well as their idea. Second, studying a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you looking at a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to
imagine the story how the characters do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other
folks. When you read this The Wind Passes, it is possible to tells your family, friends and also soon about
yours guide. Your knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a book.
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